Flamingo Float Continues To Receive Positive Reviews From
Satisfied Customer
Teddy Shake announced today that their best-selling pink flamingo float continues to
receive excellent reviews from their satisfied customers.
Teddy Shake announced today that their best-selling pink flamingo float continues to receive
excellent reviews from their satisfied customers.Miami, FL, United States - March 16, 2017
/PressCable/ -The Teddy Shake launched their 80-inch inflatable pink flamingo float just over six months ago.
Since the release, customers have been raving about the flamingo float. The float is made of a
bright pink vinyl that is durable and of the highest quality. Both children and adults love the flamingo
float.
"When we were trying to determine what product we wanted to make, we spent a considerable
amount of time to develop something that would be loved by everyone, no matter what age, or if
male or female," said company spokesperson Bailey Anderson. "We could not be more thrilled with
the response. We are grateful for the sales volume of the float, and for the positive reviews that
have been left by satisfied customers."
The Teddy Shake flamingo float currently has over 90 reviews on Amazon.com. Of those, 100% of
people stated they liked their flamingo float, with the average review rating a 4.9 out of 5 stars. A
recent reviewer wrote the float a five-star review and said, "This thing is just too much fun! We have
a flamingo thing in our family and also a membership for a local pool where we often leave our
floaties for other people to use. This was a huge hit at the pool- the kids and adults alike just love it.
None of our floats make it through more than a season at the pool, due to the shared constant use
of them and whatnot, but this one seems like it will last at least as long as the rest have! Good
quality, cute float!"
Sold exclusively on Amazon.com, the Teddy Shake flamingo float is currently priced at $34.99. Any
Amazon purchase of more than $49 will receive free shipping. Teddy Shake offers a satisfaction
guarantee for the inflatable flamingo float, and want to ensure that their customers will be entirely
satisfied with their purchase.
About Teddy Shake: "As relaxing as a Bahama breeze; Teddy Shake makes the world's most
relaxing, fun, and quirky pool floats for you and your family. With constant R&amp;D and innovative
thinkers working to make the most incredibly pool floats and toys possible, we want nothing more
than for you to have the time of your life."
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